
CLASS G/VOYAGER 
CLASS HEAVY SHUTTLECRAFT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
An outgrowth of the ever-reliable Class F shuttlecraft, the Class G/’Voyager’ Heavy Shuttle 
was built to address the needs of a steadily expanding Starfleet.   
 
Throughout the first half of the 23rd Century and the early years of the Class I Era, continued 
distrust towards transporters kept shuttlecraft in heavy use for purposes as diverse as 
personnel transport and short range courier duty to scientific study and perimeter defense.  
Experiences during the Four Years War and then Starfleet’s unchecked expansion in the 
years immediately following highlighted the need for not only starships, but auxiliary craft 
with expanded capabilities. 
 
Given Starfleet’s haphazard approach to logistics and recent moves to streamline 
supporting operations, cargo transport was an important consideration.  Troop transport 
and basic C3 abilities, two that had been unexpectedly thrust upon Class F during the 
aforementioned conflict also carried much weight.  One final capability to be considered 
was that of emergency medical evacuation and transport.  Though the threat of full-scale 
conflict and need for battlefield triage remained low, the relative scarcity of large-scale, 
fixed support facilities outside the core systems and the concurrent colonial expansion 
necessitate a flexible solution to bridge the gap. 
 
Heavy Shuttles were not a new concept by any stretch of the imagination, though to 
Starfleet, each further attempt brought with it new drawbacks.  Comet (2219) was generous 
in size, yet it was nearly impossible to fully utilize due to the narrow gullwing hatches and 
lack of and functional loading ramp.  Callisto (2240) rectified this oversight, but utilized an 
underpowered propulsion system that was wholly inadequate for the tasks the type was 
expected to perform. 
 
Ion Cascade powerplants, though not exactly game changers, proved to be the key that 
unlocked the solution that Starfleet was seeking.  The SPCR-48 provided a marginal boost in 
speed over the previous and comparatively primitive system that relied on finite stores of 

bulk fuel.  Together with modified software programming, the speeds of warp 2 (cruise) and 
warp 3 (max) were boosted to warp 3 and warp 4 for this application, allowing this new 
shuttle greater freedom of operation. 
 
Codenamed ‘Voyager’, the design remained conventional, if slightly streamlined.  16 
meters in length, the fore end was dominated by a large wrap-around viewport with 2 Type 
III phaser emitters below at the corners.  Moving aft, a standard personnel hatch was 
positioned portside as the roofline continued on, gradually sloping down somewhat.  
Astronics (long range sensors, computer core, associated processing components) and 
communications equipment were housed in a prominent, yet smooth dorsal hump, while 
the SPCR-48 reactor, shield generator and other associated utilities were housed either in an 
aft maintenance space or beneath the cabin floor. 
 
Three main variants incorporating all of these commonalities were designed.  The baseline 
variant could accommodate a flight crew of 2 plus up to 9 passengers and could function 
as a short range surveyor, landing party command post or courier, among other roles.   
 
The second was a cargo/troop-transport variant.  The standard personnel hatch was 
widened significantly to allow for loading of palletized and other bulky cargoes as well as 
rapid ingress/egress of troops.  Aside from the cockpit stations, the interior was bare to 
maximize space for cargo storage and handling.  In the troop transport role, up to 20 (a 
Marine Ranger platoon) could be embarked, with bench seating folding out from the port 
and starboard bulkheads.  Stronger shields & SIF/ID systems, along with modified astronics & 
comms gear was also featured. 
 
For medivac and other associated missions, the cargo/troop transport variant was modified 
further.  It featured the same wide personnel/cargo hatch, but instead of bench seating 
built into the bulkheads, there were four stretchers.  Designed to accommodate species up 
to 3 meters and 250 kilos in size, all 4 had their own full-feature biofunction monitors and 



independent life support hookups.  Perhaps most significantly, the cockpit could be sealed 
off from the rest of the interior for transport of being with more exotic life-support 
requirements.  This necessitated the installation of additional life-support and environmental 
equipment, displacing the stronger shield generators and SIF/ID systems of the above 
variant.   
 
Entering service in 2252, these Heavy Shuttles were deployed first and foremost to space 
stations, starbases and other fixed installations that more often than not, featured larger, 
more extensive hangar space.  Due to their size, Carriers were the only capital ships that 
could embark multiple Voyagers.  Heavy Cruisers and Heavy Frigates—typified by 
Constitution and Coventry respectively—could carry 2 at most. 
 
Like their Class F brethren, Class G/’Voyager’ enjoyed a quiet, unremarkable life in service.  
As could be expected, the troop transport variant became a common sight at SFMC bases 
like Tananda Bay on Arcanis IV, its cargo-carrying cousin became an essential part of 
operations aboard transport-tugs and supply depots, while both the medical and baseline 
variants could be found buzzing about at major starbases such as Starbase 47/Vanguard. 
 
Beginning in 2271 as the Linear Warp era unfolded, these craft had been supplanted by 
Mercury class Corvettes which themselves had been supplanted by larger vessels that had 
not yet been refit, uprated or replaced outright.  This foreshadowed a doctrinal shift that 
gradually saw shuttlecraft returning to their utilitarian roots. 
 
2275 saw the introduction of the Class II family, a series of 6 classes derived from a single 
basic design and able to be produced in quantities nearly identical to that of Voyager 
(that by this time had been reduced to starbase/outpost support).  Larger, with more 
capacity for passengers and cargo along with expanded ability to perform medivac 
missions, Class II ships brought with them a marked increase in utility and flexibility while also 
benefitting from advances in technology. 
 
The last Voyager class shuttles soldiered on until 2277.  Unlike past classes, Starfleet elected 
to save a small number from being scrapped, instead, stripping them down and putting 
them on the civilian market.  None have been seen in service since 2304.  



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
 
 
 

Class G/’Voyager’ 
Heavy Shuttlecraft 
 
2252-77 
 
16m 
7m 
2.4m 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

12.5 metric tons 
 
2; maximum of 13 (Std) 
2; maximum of 22 (Cargo/Troop Transport) 
2; maximum of 6 (Medical) 

Armament 
 
 
Defense Systems 

2 Type III Phaser Emitters 
 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 2,016 TerraJoules 
 
Light Duranium Single Hull  



Editor’s Annotations 
 
I originally ran across Voyager some time ago, but elected not to write it up after not finding any orthos.  Reading through the Hobbyist’s Guide…….. and then starting the Vanguard series 
again though changed my mind—the mention of a ‘long-range transport’ in “Open Secrets” and the existence of a medical variant really cemented things. 
 
I always figured a heavy/long-range shuttle made sense for this era, given the relatively primitive nature of transporters still, plus the rapid expansion (deployment of outposts/starbases, 
establishment of colonies) of the Federation.  Though Starfleet had a separate command established to handle logistics (Transport Command), the number and types of ships as well as 
deployment doctrine would seem to dictate maximum flexibility in my mind (at least until things became more standardized and streamlined in the 2270’s, see these interiors).
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